Fine Art Conference
‘Practice As Research’
14th, 15th & 16th March 2018
The Fine Art Studios
Mills Bakery
The Royal William Yard

Keynote Speaker
Karen Abadie
‘Me myself, and I - a self indulgence or fruitful enquiry?’
Chair: Dr Thomas Baugh
Hosts: Maddy Hearn and Laura Rosser

Wednesday 14th March 2018
10.00 am - 11.00 am in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Keynote Paper - “Me Myself, and I - A Self Indulgence or Fruitful Enquiry?” by Karen
Abadie, 2nd year PhD student in fine art
11.00 am - 11.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“Brutal…” , by Adam Garratt, 2nd year MCAP Student
11.30 am - 12.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“Give Her a Pattern”, by Ellie Neason, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
12.00 am - 12.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“A State of Flux” by Lucy Rostron, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
12.30 - 13.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“A Nice Clean Death”, by Rai Burroughs, 3rd year BA Fine Art student
13.30 pm - 15.30 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
A Workshop “The Agency of Error: non linear error in the post digital era”,
by Laura Rosser, 1st year PhD student
13.30 pm - 15.30 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
A Workshop “The Same Old Loop”, by Karen Abadie
15.30 pm - 16.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery Mills Bakery
“Ghost Box”, by Katy Richardson, 2nd year MCAP Student
Performance Lecture
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Thursday 15th March 2018
10.00 am - 12.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Vertex+Reflex”, by Laura Hopes, 1st year PhD student
10.00 am - 11.00 am in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Performance - “Yellow Ribbon”, by Helen Flaherty, 3rd year BA Fine Art student
13.30 pm -14.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“The Problem of Stigma”, by Dan McFadden, 1st year BA Fine Art student
14.00 pm -14.30 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
“One More Light”, by Jaydan Miles, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Behind Closed Doors”, by Marjan Saberi, 2nd year PhD student in fine art
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Threaded Pulsations”, by Amber Hall, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Barriers”, by Bradley North, 3rd year BA Fine Art student
16.30 - 18.00 pm in the upstairs project space, Mills Bakery
“The Parallax Project”, by Pawel Mendrek, Academy of Fine Arts, Katowice, Poland
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Friday 16th March 2018
10.00 am - 10.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“How Can I understand The World if I Don’t Understand Myself?”,
by Molly McAndrews, 1st year BA Fine Art student
10.30 am - 11.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“Colour and its Perception”, by Tereze Lujane 2nd year BA Fine Art & Art History student
11.00 am - 11.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“Departure” , by Dylan Jones, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
11.30 am - 12.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
“Boundaries between Nature and Man”, by Megan Walsh, 1st year BA Fine Art student
12.00 am - 12.30 am in the Seminar Room and Lobby, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “30 Minutes; do as you wish”, by Kieran Collins, 2nd year BA Fine Art student
13.30 pm -16.30 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Archiving the Transient”, by Duncan Cameron, 1st year PhD student
13.30 - 14.00 In the Downstairs Seminar Room , Mills Bakery
Object: Space: Communication
The influence of modernist philosophy on a contemporary practice, by Jo Larsen Burnett
1st year MCAP Student
13:30 – 15:00 in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop “Describe Walking Backwards”, by Gary Marshall-Stevens, 1st year MCAP
Student
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Follow us on instagram
@plymouthuniversityfineart
and Facebook:
Fine Art at Plymouth University
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Wednesday 14th March

Keynote Paper - “Me Myself, and I - A Self Indulgence or Fruitful Enquiry?”
by Karen Abadie
10.00 am - 11.00 am in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Karen is a PhD student in Fine Art within the School of Art, Design and Architecture at
The University of Plymouth and an associate lecturer in Fine Art. Recent, and current
projects include How do I look?, a collaborative London-based Live Art Project
exploring being an older woman. ‘Inner Wilderness’, an outdoor video and sound
installation in Holy Trinity Church, Buckfastleigh, which explores the theme of loss, and
‘Behind Closed Doors’, a Plymouth-wide project exploring domestic abuse.
In this paper Karen explores the value of subjective research. She asks provocative questions about what subjective research can offer the world of practice research? She makes
her argument in response to her PhD enquiry, which proposes that art practice is capable of unveiling her lived experience of dissociation, and body objectification, which she
suggests has led to self-injury. Furthermore, she makes the lofty claim that understanding,
and elucidating this relationship between dissociation, objectified body and experienced
body, through her artistic practice, will enhance clinicians’ understanding of both the
causes and potential treatment of self-injury, and raise awareness of the issues surrounding
self-injury to wider audiences. How can a subjective practice research project aim to do
this? She examines her claim through her use of methodologies and makes a case for, not
just the importance of subjective research, but of the imperative of it in a world, which is
largely not interested, or at least reluctant to give value to the experience of the individual.
6
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Wednesday 14th March

“Brutal…” by Adam Garratt
11.00 am - 11.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Adam is a second-year student on the MA in Contemporary Art Practice programme, at
the University of Plymouth. Adam is currently examining the repeat process that
was used to mass produce concrete construction parts for what we know as Brutal, or,
Modernist architecture. He is interested in the formal language that we know as artists,
that was also heavily used through the late 50’s and into the 80’s to create a period of
architecture that defines the landscape in many of our built environments. Very often
state driven or council funded architecture used concrete and glass to create successful &
less successful expressions of functional material into working buildings. These ideas in
concrete were brought about by a creative elite. The process of mass production, making
& assembling on site is what Adam intends to embody in his own artwork. Using a simple
pallet of material, a specific process, and an image, he creates a body of work called
‘Brutal Pattern’. He became the machine that screen printed the image of Concrete
Cladding Units of Exeter Civic Centre 386 times on to 193 cardboard boxes. The
identical printed and flat packed boxes were transported to site - the gallery - & assembled
for exhibition.
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“Brutal…” by Adam Garratt
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Wednesday 14th March

“Give Her a Pattern” by Ellie Neason
11.30 am - 12.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Ellie is a second-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. Ellie looks at the ideals surrounding gender and focuses her current practice
on Vito Acconci’s video series ‘Conversions’. Through the study of this series a longside the
works of Bruce Nauman and Cheryl Donnegan, Ellie discovered a whole new approach to
her art work. Whilst filming the creation of each of her charcoal pieces she finds herself, as
a performer, interacting with herself, creating both a disconnect through the
objectification of her own form and a connection between her own body and mind. Ellie
really wants to push the importance of drawing, as a source of discussion and discovery.
Through the mediator of the pencil/paintbrush, an artist should converse with themselves,
exploring their experiences and emotions of a subject, in order to create a projection of
their own mind and body. Merleau-Ponty suggests that as artists we are able to
communicate a specific ‘mode-of-being’ into the world through our artwork, saying; “It is
by lending his body to the world that the artist changes the world. We think and we record
through drawings into paintings.” (Merleau-Ponty and EDIE, 1964).
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“Give Her a Pattern” by Ellie Neason (2018)
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Wednesday 14th March

“A State of Flux” by Lucy Rostron
12.00 am - 12.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Lucy is a second-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. Lucy is working on a continuing project based around the idea of colour
perception; developing her art practice through research and experimentation. Curiosity
stemmed the ideas of this project, and in exploring materials, methods and processes,
Lucy’s ideas have evolved, resulting in her current body of work being in a “state of flux”.
Lucy sees her current practice as ‘art as research’, and adopts a scientific and psychological
background, to help define the work. Lucy began her project by examining colour theory
from author and colourist Faber Birren, alongside colour deficiency, as a way of
understanding the varying colour perception in the world. Her methods and processes
have developed throughout this project - starting with her initial interest in light, as a
medium, and now currently working with Callum Innes’ action of painting and
un-painting. As an artist Lucy constantly flows forwards and backwards between ideas and
would like to showcase some of these ideas to the audience. She hopes to open her research
and findings, propose her next ideas and future developments in the format of an
informational talk. Lucy will then be open for discussion at the end.
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“A State of Flux” by Lucy Rostron (2018)
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Wednesday 14th March

“A Nice Clean Death”, by Rai Burroughs
12.30 - 13.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Rai is a third-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of Plymouth,
who is creating work and conversations around death. She researched into various
organisations and individuals who try and remove the taboo. This led her to hold an event
called “A Nice Clean Death”, where she welcomed participants to use coffin shaped soaps
to wash their hands whilst holding a conversation about death. By repeating the event at
the
Practice as Research conference, it will continue the conversation in an attempt to break
the taboo, whilst collecting data for Rai’s future practice.
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“A Nice Clean Death”, by Rai Burroughs
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Wednesday 14th March

A Workshop “The Agency of Error: non linear error in the post digital era”
by Laura Rosser
13.30 pm - 15.30 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Laura Rosser is a PhD Candidate with the 3D3 Center for Doctoral Training at Plymouth
University. Through her research Laura questions the speed and proposed accuracy of
post digital culture and encourages people to embrace physical touch and human error,
through a socially engaged art practice. Computers are programmed to recognise errors
and correct them, with autocorrect systems and spellcheck aiming to compensate for
human frailty. Her practice explores societies dependence on autocorrect systems by
working with social strategies to reveal the errors returned by digital technologies in
response to human and nonhuman interaction.
In this workshop, she invites participants to engage in and explore the agency of error
through discussion, writing, critique and development of paper based and digital works.
Through engaging with the circularity of error, with each error feeding the next,
participants will explore error as a thing that has its own agency, as a method to explore
the non linear attributes of error.
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‘Copy Shop’, by Laura Rosser (2017)
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Wednesday 14th March

A Workshop “The Same Old Loop”, by Karen Abadie
13.30 pm - 15.30 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
Karen Abadie is a PhD Candidate at the University of Plymouth. Her practice
research aims reveal the lived experience of dissociation and body objectification, which
she suggests leads to self-injury. This workshop aims to reveal new understandings of
the lived experience of dissociation, and body objectification, through the materiality of
16mm film. Underpinned by phenomenological methodologies, the workshop will
employ somaesthetic methods to explore participants’ lived experience of embodiment,
trauma memory and dissociation. Working tcollaboratively, using space, light and dark,
and 16mm technology, participants will explore the materiality of 16mm film and
projectors to explore notions of equivalence by reflecting on repetitive, intrusive, obsessive
thoughts, which, Karen suggests, lead to dissociation. This workshop is intended as a
playful exploration into this analogue materiality, shedding light on our own lived
experiences of dissociation and embodiment.
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A Workshop “The Same Old Loop” by Karen Abadie
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Wednesday 14th March

“Ghost Box”, by Katy Richardson
Performance Lecture
15.30 pm - 16.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery Mills Bakery
What if
You found a box
Just sitting
Right inside the door
Of a cupboard you’d opened countless times before
?
Nobody recognised it.
Nobody wanted it.
Nobody could think why it would be there,
Just sitting
Right inside the door
Of that particular cupboard.
That’s how the ghost box came into my possession.
I do not know its origins. I have not tried to find its owners.
But I do know its contents; the invitations and the receipts and the marriage certificate.
The negatives. The tiny crocheted hat.
I know what they seem to say.
I’m interpreting them, of course.
But wouldn’t you?
There’s archaeology of knowledge here, there’s objects as events.
There’s the vertigo of time defeated.
There’s narrative, if you want there to be,
And mapping and music and images and mechanisms,
An instantaneous section in the general stream of becoming.
It’s a process. I’m processing it.
I’m investigating. I’m trying not to answer any of the riddles.
20

“Study for Ghost Box”, by Katy Richardson (2018)
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Thursday 15th March

Workshop - “Vertex+Reflex”, by Laura Hopes
10.00 am - 12.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Laura Hopes is a PhD Candidate with the 3D3 Center for Doctoral Training at Plymouth
University. Her PhD practice research explores aspects of the sublime Anthropocene
through physical and psychological immersion and engulfment. Laura believes VR and AR
are the perfect technologies to implement these ideas. Research has shown that people
respond more positively to playful explorations of complex ideas and become more
attuned to the common human condition after a ‘peak experience’. Laura is currently
experimenting with developing is a 360° panorama location-based augmented-reality
experience. For this workshop, she will test VR/AR experience in an enclosed
environment and make ancillary documentation of the ‘performance’ created by those
within the VR/AR experience.
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“Vertex+Reflex”, by Laura Hopes
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Thursday 15th March

Performance - “Yellow Ribbon”, by Helen Flaherty
10.00 am - 11.00 am in the Upstairs Projeect Space, Mills Bakery
Helen is a third-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. Her work explores the colour yellow, investigating the colours effects on the
human psyche. She plays with a variety of experimentation looking at how the audience
reacts to the colour through creating vulnerable performance/videos where she pushes her
own psyche through sensory overload challenging herself to the maximum of how much
of the colour she can take before it seriously begins to affect her psychologically. She
exploresphilosophical questions such as “What is the relation between mind and body?”.
looking at the mind body debate specifically refining that to the effects of yellow on the
mind and body. Helen’s performance will entail her in nude underwear stripped back into
bare face, no piercings or clothes because she feels that all those elements will distract from
the meaning of the performance and adds to the vulnerability element. Helen will be
completely silent throughout, and the audience will be instructed beforehand or via paper
instructions to wrap a huge 300-meter yellow ribbon around her entire body from her toes
working up to her head. Once the ribbon is completely wrapped there will be time where
the viewer can see the piece completed and be able to reflect upon it. The viewer will then
be instructed to unwrap Helen. Once the performance is over Helen will undergo a
question and answer time, during which, the audience can give feedback on the
performance and ask any questions they may have.
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“Yellow Ribbon”, by Htelen Flaherty (2017)
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Thursday 15th March

“The Problem of Stigma”, by Dan McFadden
13.30 pm -14.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Dan is a first-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of Plymouth.
Dan’s artworks explore the stigma, which surrounds mental health, and is something, that
has come to the forefront of his mind over this past year, and, uncovered through large
scale painting. Dan wants to bridge the gap, and help people, and viewers of his artwork,
open up, and, maybe talk about their own experiences of mental health. Dan’s artwork has
allowed him to really understand the responsibility we have as artists, and how important
it is to make the most of being able to express our own thoughts, theories and feelings. He
hopes to carry on with his work - challenging the stigmas involved with mental health, and
wants to venture into other important views and issues that he feels need to be bought to
light.
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“Untitled”, by Dan McFadden
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Thursday 15th March

“One More Light”, by Jaydan Miles
14.00 pm -14.30 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
Jaydan is a second year BA Hons Fine Art student at the University of Plymouth. Through
a performative practice using photographs, moving image and performance, Jaydan
explores concerns relating to faith, mental health and gender. Jaydan is concerned with the
sociological system of rules; what we can and cannot say or express with our authenticity
and truth whether through personal studies of gender as a transgender male; experiences
of finding faith after living a secular lifestyle or current work focusing on uncovering a
metaphorical veil on mental health issues, especially suicide. “All art is a kind of
confession, more or less oblique. All artists, if they are to survive, are forced, at last, to tell
the whole story; to vomit the anguish up.”
(James Baldwin, 2018)
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“One more light”, by Jaydan Miles (2018)
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Thursday 15th March

Workshop - “Behind Closed Doors”, by Marjan Saberi
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Marjan Saberi is a PhD candidate at the University of Plymouth in her second year of
study. Her practice research explores the identity and domestic private life of Iranian
women, particularly in Mashhad where she comes from. Mashhad is a city in northeast of
Iran and considered to be the holiest city in Iran. She is interested in private life of
Iranian women, the secluded and solitary moment of women within their homes. Her
practice-based research, depicting women within their private sphere, investigates and
represents how the constructed perception of the role of women in Iranian society has
affected the domestic life of Iranian women in relation to cultural and religious norms. In
this workshop, Marjan will present her most recent paintings depicting women engaging
in their domestic activities alongside sound recordings of Iranian women in their home,
speaking about their experience of domesticity, some video and photographic
documentation. This will be followed by a discussion about the work.
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“Behind Closed Doors”, by Marjan Saberi
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Thursday 15th March

Workshop - “Threaded Pulsations”, by Amber Hall
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Seminar Room, Mills Bakery
Amber is a second-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. For this year’s Fine Art Conference Amber wants to share her current work in
progress, Threaded Pulsations, in the form of a ‘screening workshop’: Screening, in the
investigative sense that she will evaluate or assess the suitability of her piece to it’s intended
role or purpose; The workshop, will be used as a meeting at which the audience can engage
in an intensive discussion and activity on/around her subject and project. Amber plans
on constructing this in an discursive way, bringing about relevant subject matter such, as
scientific symbols of living and asking the audience to engage in a wider discussion, by
querying moments when we are made aware of our own being and, ways with which, we
provoke this realisation. Amber will use these discussions and possible mini activities to
lead to the interaction of her art piece, with hopes of a critical and theoretical discussion of
it’s effectiveness.
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“Threaded Pulsations”, by Amber Hall
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Thursday 15th March
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Workshop - “Barriers”, by Bradley North,
Bradley is a third-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. His work explores the phenomenology of the public and private encounter by
using observation and surveillance as a tool. He suggests that barriers in galleries constrain
the viewer from seeing. During Bradley’s workshop he will invite the audience to remake
his destroyed artwork in order to observe the encounter and regain the viewers control.
Bradley’s work explores how arts audience can learn from artwork when there are no
barriers in place to separate the work from its audience. Barriers such as, the length of the
average viewing time, and don’t touch the artwork, don’t photograph the artwork.
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“Barriers”, by Bradley North, (2017)
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Thursday 14th March - 16.30 - 18.00 followed by refreshments
In the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery

“The Parallax Project”, by Pawel Mendrek, Academy of Fine Arts, Katowice, Poland
The Parallax project, discusses issues concerning the role of an institution of higher
artistic education and the educational processes it involves itself in. We cannot deny that
the Academy changes according to the same rhythm of change as does our world, society,
city, house and street. This rhythm also governs the transformation of the artist and art
itself.
To put it simply, parallax is an error in reading, which by definition creates room for
dialogue and discussion. It determines the process of observing moving objects in relation
to other objects, which changes with the changing location of the moving observer. In such
a situation, we may suffer a partial loss of visual acuteness, but this is the mobility that
conditions the obtaining of the complete vision. What matters are not simple definitions
but questions and differences, which is why the very term of parallax makes a good starting point for cooperation, allowing discussion and confrontation.
Artists:
Gill Addison, Dr Thomas Baugh, Dave Beech, Jo Bruton, Sebastian Buczek, Laura Carew,
Ben Fitton, John Flindt, Grzegorz Handerek, Andrew Hart, Andy Hewitt, Katrine Hjelde,
Serena Huang, Lukasz Jastrubczak, Robin Jenkins, Mel Jordan, Aga Jot, Lucy Joyce, Aram
Khas, Pawel Mendrek, Merrett Houmøller Architects, Maddie Leach, Rafal Milach, Marianne Murray, Martin Newth, Marian Oslislo, Agnieszka Piotrowska-Jaworek, Colin Priest,
Dominik Ritszel, Laura Rosser, Secondeditions, Anka Sielska, Martyn Simpson, Hanna
Sitarz, Malgorzata Szandala, Leslaw Tetla, Andrzej Tobis, Chris Wainwright, Paulina Walczak-Handerek, Adam J B Walker, Polly Welsby, Ken Wilder, Joshua Y’Barbo, Ewa Zasada,
Joanna Zdzienicka
36

Parallax available at www.issuu.com
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Friday 16th March

“How Can I understand The World if I Don’t Understand Myself?”,
by Molly McAndrews
10.00 am - 10.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Molly is a first-year student on the BA Fine Art and Art History programme, at the
University of Plymouth. Molly is interested in the unconscious coding of our inner
protective layers. How can I understand the world if I don’t understand myself? The
body of work presented at the conference is a collection of vulnerability and worth,
sculpted by choices. So, when the clutter and noise of everyday life is reduced to a brutal
minimalism, then the true self can take form in the construction of honesty and reflection.
Before this project Molly believed that drawing was the most direct approach to the true
‘self ’, but she quickly realised the rationalisation over her artistic life had been protected
by comforted illusion of the world. Molly thought she was an activist with a pen, a mind
and freedom. She wrote about the disruption of our world: politics, death and ignorance.
However, it was not until Molly began reflecting on her own behaviours that she saw that
she was part of this problematic world. Noam Chomsky wrote: ‘As long as the population
is passive, apathetic, diverted to consumerism or hatred of the vulnerable, then the
powerful can do as they please, and those who survive will be left to contemplate the
outcome’.
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“How can I understand the world if I don’t understand myself?”
by Molly McAndrews (2017/18)
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Friday 16th March

“Colour and its Perception”, by Tereze Lujane
10.30 am - 11.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Tereze is a is a second-year student on the BA in Fine Art and Art History
programme at the University of Plymouth. With her art practice Tereze explores colour
and its perception. Shes currently achieving this through the use of primary colours within
portraits, concentrating on the effect of colour on herself. This is due to the fact that she is
partially colour deficient – colour blind (red-green protanotopia). The colour deficiency
allows Tereze to look at the world differently and perceive the objects around her differently too. Currently she is focusing on the appropriation of art, more closely the appropriation
of technique. In her last project Tereze used Vermeer’s “Milkmaid” as a starting point –
abstracting it and simplifying her own photographs of a girl making tea, into 3 layers
through the technique of screen-printing. Tereze is greatly interested in the mode of
screen-printing and would like to take this further such as applying screen-prints onto
ceramics.
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“Colour and its perception”, by Tereze Lujane (2018)
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Friday 16th March

“Departure” , by Dylan Jones
11.00 am - 11.30 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Dylan is a second-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. During the last year Dylan has been interested in the relationship between the
private and public, which he began reading about from an architectural perspective, with
speculation aimed at the physical and how we regulate, control and manage space. Dylan
realized public space moves outward and the more attention drawn inward, the more
intimate that space becomes. Dylan have been using a metaphorical approach in his
practice, as a tool, hoping to build a vocabulary of language that utilizes the concepts he is
addressing and thinking about. He uses a range of different media and techniques; and by
remaining open to possibilities and situations, he aims to appropriately formulate his
conceptions to whatever he feels is best suited. Dylan is interested in the ‘seen’, and the
‘unseen’ and the continuous and unpredictability of shifting in and out of the private and
public realms.
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“Departure” , by Dylan Jones
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Friday 16th March

“Boundaries between Nature and Man”, by Megan Walsh
11.30 am - 12.00 am in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Megan is a first-year student on the BA in Fine Art and Art History programme at the
University of Plymouth. Megan’s practice revolves around the boundaries between nature
and man’s creations, through which, she intends on bringing further awareness to water
pollution –through art installation – a practice, which incorporates the viewer, bringing
into focus their own contributions to the destruction of the environment, through
immersive methods. Megan suggests, that we have polluted the earth to an extent that very
little nature exists, untouched by pollution of some type, therefore she wants her artwork
to heighten our awareness and responsibility for the cause of pollution, using artwork,
which is evokes the viewers senses.
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“Boundaries between nature and man”, by Megan Walsh (2018)
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Friday 16th March

Workshop - “30 Minutes; do as you wish”, by Kieran Collins
15.00 pm -16.00 pm in The Seminar Room, and Lobby, Downstairs in Mills Bakery
Kieran is a second-year student on the BA Fine Art programme at the University of
Plymouth. Kieran will run a workshop titled 30 Minutes; do as you wish, which will be
based at Royal William Yard stage two experimental space. this workshop will start with a
short introduction about Kieran’s art practice and the contextual frameworks in which it is
situated within. This workshop will be a participatory workshop where Kieran will invite
the audience to interact with his personal family archives with a selection of materials. He
will present a pile of personal photographs with objects that the audience will encounter
and use for alteration purposes. Objects: Pencil, Pen, Paint Brushes, Paint, Ink, Vinegar,
Nails, Staples, Scalpel, Bleach.
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Workshop - “30 Minutes; do as you wish”, by Kieran Collins
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Friday 16th March

Workshop - “Archiving the Transient”, by Duncan Cameron
13.30 pm -16.30 pm in the Downstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery/The Lobby/Seminar
room
Duncan is a PhD Candidate and Doctoral Teaching Assistant in Fine Art at the
Univeristy of Plymouth. He interrogates the imposition of order through a sculptural art
practice, in the context of installation art, site specificity and methods associated with
archiving, as a way to articulate the embodied need to establish control over the
temporary. His work is in part, about site, memory, collection and display. Working with a
practice that subverts the conventions of the natural historian, forensic scientist and
archaeologist he explores a location to find, record, assemble and display collected
material evidence. In this workshop he will cede control of the act of collection to others
by engaging participants in a local group expedition to select, retrieve and organise
evidence of place. By collaborating with others in the process he aims to open up an
opportunity for discussion about choice making and organisational decisions. These
individual contributions will then be collated and stored within a prepared cabinet work.
Duncan’s workshop will be a sign up, of 10 - 20 people, which he will schedule on the day,
prior to the workshop.
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‘Artists Studio’, by Duncan Cameron
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Friday 16th March
‘Object: Space: Communication
The influence of modernist philosophy on a contemporary practice’, by Jo Larsen Burnett
13.30 - 14.00 In the downstairs seminar room , Mills Bakery
Jo is a first-year student on the Masters in Contemporary Art Practice at the University of
Plymouth. Jo has is focusing on the idea that thoughts, materialized as speech, travel from
one place to another. That this journey defines objects/subjects, concurrently, as both
immaterial, and definitive, in creating the in-between. The ‘objects’ fundamental in
changing ‘space’ from passive to positive. The ‘space’ whilst figuratively negative is defined,
by the objects, as positive. A concept which becomes closely linked to Maurice Merleau
Ponty’s idea regarding Phenomenology of Space; in that the object exists in ‘space’ the
‘space’ is experienced. Jo explores the connection or communication between one object
and another, in her work, in relation to acknowledgement, of the effect, of that energy
between the two objects. The ‘space’ between which then becomes a function of the work.
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‘Slippage’, by Jo Larsen Burnett
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Friday 16th March
Workshop “Describe Walking Backwards” by Gary Marshall-Stevens
13:30 – 15:00 in the Upstairs Project Space, Mills Bakery
Gary is a first-year student on the MA in Contemporary Art Practice programme, at the
University of Plymouth. Through his research Gary interrogates via an intuitive and haptic
methodology. Rooted in the senses and the physicality of materials he is currently focused
on a form of practice which is mutable and rhizomatic. Combining redundant and
seemingly jarring objects the intention is to allow them a new lease of life in the becoming
of their appearance to the viewer.
THE DUEL & THE RELAY
The intention with this workshop is to promote, foster, breed experimentation through
reflexive copoietic activities within a playful arena. Operating inside simple, familiar game
frameworks, criticality occurs at the coal face - the site of activity and subsequently
between actions and loops of activity. Participants will loop through cycles of activity,
generating forms, ideas and problems. Accidents, entropy, feedback, mistakes, fun and
failure can simultaneously be elements of practice and research.
“The tools are ready at hand: while necessary actions of economic agents circulate in ways
that constrain social relationships and human freedom, free actions of aesthetic and ethical
agents may shatter the necessity in ways that transform constraints.”
Steven Schroeder: Between Freedom and Necessity.
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“9 Lashes for 9 Brothers”, by Gary Marshall-Stevens
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